INDOOR
DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

OUR INDOOR LED DISPLAY
SOLUTIONS
Add aesthetic value to your environment with indoor LED display
boards and make your mark. Gravity brings customizable LED visuals to unique
applications including boardrooms, control rooms, school halls, wedding venues etc.
Our flexible, lightweight, and energy efficient modules operate
using the best technology the market has to offer. Using the highest quality LED
components, offering stunning brightness, contrast and colour reproduction, finished
with your choice if either copper or gold wire.
Better Performance in Display
High Contrast Ratio, Better Blending Effect in Color. Wider Viewing AngleQuality
display performance. More audience ,more profits.
High Reliability
Module of hollowed-out design is made for efficient heat dissipation to
standvarious severe weathers in outdoors. Fully waterproof module can stand
the stormy weather in outdoors

Front & Rear Maintenance
Front & rear maintenance makes much easier operation in different applications
Save Cost
With ultra slim and light weight design, Usurface

Ⅲ is easy to install by one person.

OUR INDOOR INTERACTIVE SCREENS
SOLUTIONS
Interactive screens are designed to help people share information in a more creative
and engaging way, including Ultra-HD 3840×2160 pixels with smooth and hard wearing
anti-glare and a fast responsive touch experience. Two people can work on the screen
at once thanks to the ten-point multi touch technology.
With our Interactive display solution you can write on the screen with your finger or pen
and erase. The dual touchscreen can navigate through documents, videos,
Presentations and websites with ease.

OUR INDOOR VIDEO WALL
SOLUTIONS
Gravity offers a complete 360° approach to video wall solutions with installations in the
fields of security control rooms, retail, broadcast and airports. You can rest assured that
we will provide a world class solution to support your business and fit you budget.
Our complete portfolio of high-quality video walls encompass a wide range of different
sizes, resolutions and technologies, of which have a thin bezel to provide a seamless
experience.
Only 7.8kg for each panel
Light weight less than 7.8kg for each panel.
Low Cost of Splicing
With a perfect panel ratio of 16:9, LianTronics HD LED display could be easily spliced
in consistent with frequently-used video proportion of 4:3 or 16:9, which could greatly
reduce the splicing cost under the dual conditions of prescribed signal source and
certain scene.
Support for Front Installation and Maintenance
Module, power supply, receiving card, conversion card, and cables between panels
could all be maintained front.

OUR INDOOR INFORMATION KIOSK
SOLUTIONS
Our Information Kiosks are a perfect touch screen solution to use as information points,
advertising displays and entertainment in public
areas or business premises.
Information kiosks offer stylish design and simple operation, helping your customers
and visitors while reducing staffing costs. Our kiosks provide a bright, clear and crisp
display and quick response touch screen.
Our products offer customers the flexibility and functionality they seek in today’s
sophisticated electronic assemblies.

Digital Kiosks Can Help Reduce Business Costs
A self-service kiosk will function as a substitute for an employee, freeing up
money you would have otherwise spent on a salary and benefits package.

Requires Very Little Maintenance
Once you have placed the kiosks throughout your building, you will not have to think
about their operation. Kiosks require very little maintenance and can run efficiently
without any necessary attention.
Requires Very Little Maintenance
Digital kiosks collect data about your clients’ actions that will allow you to improve the
buying experience, advertise more effectively, provide better services, and increase
your sales.

OUR DIGITAL MENU
SOLUTIONS
Menu boards offer immediacy and choice while subtly reinforcing your branding.
Content can be easily changed and customised depending on the location, time of day
and audience. Digital menu boards are also easy to update and promote upselling,
giving restaurants the competitive edge they need.

Promote Upselling
Digital menu boards represent a golden opportunity for prioritizing the up-sale
technique. Digital screens have the capability of displaying complimentary items
during the ordering process.
Easily Add New Menu Offerings or Adjust Pricing
Manage menu items and price points remotely based on supply and demand,
promotional campaigns, and upcoming events.
Enhance Customer Experience
Digital menu displays can incorporate entertaining content to lower a customers
perceived waiting time. It also gives restaurants the chance to present them with
more promotional content.
Create Interest
Menu boards make menu items look more appetizing
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